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PREFACE

I am  a  channel  for  the  Ultimate  Light, Stargate
Keeper, and Guardian of the Universes.

This is my 21st book. The first three a trilogy in
Consciousness, the “Book Of Life”, “Life Essence”,
and  “The  One”,  are  designed to move  us  into
higher  levels  of  consciousness,  using  the sacred
Ancient  energy  technology  of  Light, based upon
Fibonacci sequencing.

My fourth book “Communications from the Stars”
is a series of channellings from Lightbeings,
Galactic Councils, Collective Consciousnesses, and
Archangels. There are messages from Yeshua, The
Yeshua Collective, Salusa, Archangel  Michael  and
many more. They offer their help, and support at
this amazing time of transition in our lives.

My fifth book “Diamond Lightbody”, gives us
technical information about energy fields and the
lightbody  processes  that lead  to  Diamond  Light
Consciousness. Included in this book are the
Diamond  Light  Key Codes  that  when  used,  will
activate this Consciousness within us, returning us
to our Immortal state of Being.

My sixth book “Atlantis Aurora”, tells us about the
changes that will take us into the Golden Age once
more,  and  how  we  can reinstate  this  wonderful
high  vibrational  reality,  through  the  Quantum
triggers contained within the words, and the
Immortality Codes, that were used in the healing
temples of Atlantis.



The seventh book is from Max the 13th Ancient
crystal skull. The skulls act as living libraries,
multidimensional  portals,  giving us the codes for
our evolution, and the crystalline body transition.
This book contains the codes which unlock All
Realities, returning them to fluidity in order to be
reformed to our liking. Connect with Max through
the vibration of this book to change your Destiny !

“The Hyperborean Portal” is a channelling from
Agartha, our hollow Earth brothers and sisters. It
tells us about our connection with them, and how
they will  resurface to help  us  to establish  Peace
and Harmony upon our world. It contains the entry
code to the Portal, and the new 5D reality.

“The Infinite Universe” has been given to us by
Archangel Ariel. It describes the nature of
Universal  and  multidimensional  realities  and the
species  which  inhabit  them.  It  explains  our  role
and our subsequent and inevitable shift to the new
5D reality and how this will be achieved.

“Quantum Entanglement Theory-A Handbook For
The Gateway”, tells us about the “Gateway
Systems”, their purpose, and those who are
working to role out these systems. They contain
the 'DNA Reverse Program', designed to delete the
Anunnaki programs, and genetic modifications
which were given to us at the end of the Atlantean
Period.  This  book  invites  you  to  get involved  in
returning us all to a state of Empowerment.

“The Universal I” from Metatron, gives his wisdom
on the nature of the 'Self' and it's innate light, the



unveiling of the Soul, the Merkabah fields, and our
Soul  mission  and destiny as  beings of  light. Our
inevitable rise to the higher echelons as more of
our 'Self' is revealed. Contained within is
Metatron's Advanced Program of Light.

“Crystals - Their role in Our Ascension” is
channelled from the crystal consciousness of
Antares. It gives  detailed information  about  the
crystals that have come here specifically to help us,
with  our  Ascension  process,  listing those  which
have not yet been found. Included are techniques
that will help to crystallize our energy matrix.

“The Ancient Crystals”,  is  a channelling from the
Highest Light Consciousness to date. They contain
a powerful energy matrix that is able to shift our
reality and alter the course of our history forever.
Connect with their amazing frequency now, if you
wish to experience the greatest quantum change
and growth possible, the STARLIGHT UPGRADE!

“Spirit  As  You”,  gives  detailed  information  about
our inner  Divine  nature, our  Lightbody  changes,
and our path to Greatness. This book contains an
inbuilt  frequency  key  which  gives  access  to  the
Akashic Records, as it is time for All to be revealed!

“Star  Crystals  in  Service”,  is  a  channelling  from
many Star Crystals, who are connecting with us at
this time to help us with the quantum shifts that
are  an  inevitable  part  of  our  growth.  They  are
introducing new programs of light, that are
designed to activate our lightbodies. Connect with
them now, to shift to the Spiritual Plane of Being,
and higher realities.



“Inner Transformation” details our spiritual
journey, and current entrance into the Golden Era.
It  contains  energetic  codes and triggers  that  will
shift our  energies,  and  expedite  this  wonderful
transformation.

“The New You”,  is  a  mini  book detailing ancient
systems of light that can be used to help us with
our Awakening, and Empowerment. These are the
esoteric  teachings  of  long ago  that  are  relevant
now, as we face a huge shift in our reality.

“The  Journey to Consciousness”,  comes  from  a
skull  of  Light,  'Diamond +',  so called because he
has a matrix which includes Gold and Silver. He is a
powerful being of Light who, along with the other
skulls,  are  helping  us  to advance  to  higher  light
octaves.  As  you  read this  book,  his  energy  will
integrate into your energy matrix, lifting it to new
vibrational frequencies.

“Holding The Light”,  is my next book.  It  tells us
about  our Divine Essence,  and  what  constitutes
Life and comprises our energy matrix, so that we
can take steps to shift our vibration to the faster,
higher frequencies of light consciousness.

“Unification & Healing” comes to us from the
Annu. It sets out our journey and destination as
spiritual beings of light. Giving us insights into our
experiences through our  vehicles  of  density,  and
ultimate transition to Light.

“The Gateway to Ascension” has been given to us
by the Elders,  or Ancient Ones.  This  book opens



new portals  of light for us,  and assists in  our
lightbody processes, both in the integration of
lightbody codes, and their activation.

I like to stay at the forefront of Spiritual change
and am dedicated to bringing you the most
advanced spiritual technology, from the Higher Self
Aspects. Bless you All !

Acknowledgments

I would like to give a huge thanks to the wonderful
Beings that have given us these books!

Go to : https://frequencyandlighthealing.com



The Gateway to Ascension

Opening the Inner Gateway

The Gateway protocols have been changing.
This is an adjustment that needs to be made for
the whole of  humanity. Progressions are being
made into the Higher Light fields, as we speak.
More  information  is  being  released  upon  your
world, through the introduction of light packets.
These packets hold a certain level of vibration,
which corresponds with the light data that is held
within them. This light data acts as a catalyst for
change, by unlocking parts of your bioenergetic
field,  the  field  that  has  been  produced  at  the
quantum level.  This  field  responds  to  changes
within your electromagnetic field, otherwise
known as your auric field.

Substantial growth is needed for your expansion
in consciousness and light. This growth is being
given by the downloading of quantum codes.
These codes are unique in nature, they are
structured  according  to  your  different lightbody
metrics. The metric calibrations are responsible
for  rearranging  your  cellular  data,  in  alignment
with your Merkabah expressions, at different
levels of being.

You are transcending your current Merkabah
vehicle,  in  order  to  partake  of  the  higher  light
frequencies. The benefits of this change are
enormous. Such transitions require significant
additional information to be added, to the existing
genetic  material,  that  is  held  within  your DNA
matrix. It is literally an infusion of light,
transmitted directly into your cells energetically,
by the codes. The inclusion of this light, creates
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The Gateway to Ascension

the  beginning of  a  phenomenal transformation,
from human to God Man, within you. Your
accelerated matrix, will then draw in more light,
putting  you  in  a  state  of  resonance  with  your
divinity.

Interfacing with your Higher Self Expressions

Your vehicles of light are interfacing with different
dimensional realities. They take their nature from
the etheric web of these dimensions, the etheric
material that each is comprised of. Thus each in
turn, has a different frequency modulation. The
modulations of the higher spheres hold more
light, due to their  pristine nature of  form. Their
quantum accelerator works at a different ratio of
cycles per  second,  or hertz,  than that  of  the
lower sphere modulations. Quantum acceleration
is created by light photons of a certain frequency.

There is a significant output of these photons at
present. Many are infiltrating your energy
systems directly, from the solar,  galactic waves
that are washing over you. This year of 2018, will
see many such waves, and an increase in
intensity of the light as a result. Preparation
needs to be made to your energy matrices, if you
are to  benefit  fully from these energetics.  New
wine cannot be poured into old skins. The vessel
will not cope with this high octane influx,
unaided.

This is why we are bringing you the higher light
technology of 'The Gateway'. The superior
encoding of The Gateway, will  assist  each and
everyone of you, to reach your full potential, as
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agreed with your Higher Self. All Aspects need to
be brought into alignment, in the best way
possible for each of you, and in timely fashion,
so that all who wish to ascend, will benefit, and
reap the rewards of these changes.

The End of the Old Matrix

The system lords of long ago, are responsible for
your current matrix. The matrix field was
intentionally created as a tool for growth, albeit a
rather  slow one.  Frequency bands were put in
place to limit your expansion. This would
effectively prevent your empowerment, until such
a time as you were able to cope with this
responsibility. These restrictions are now being
removed, to allow you to  step  into  your  own
power, and  once  again  return  to  your  galactic
status.

The inheritance of the Past, will need to be shed,
so it is not allowed to encroach upon the present.
This will be achieved by an entire overhauling of
your individual  matrix. By the  rewriting  of  your
DNA codes, to introduce new galactic information
into them.  This  will  create  a new 'Star  Matrix',
that  has  energetic  links to  all of  your  galactic
aspects, which are expressing themselves in
other star systems, galaxies and other realities.

The broad spectrum of this work, will be covered
by the gateway encoding, from the databases of
the different star systems. This advanced
technology of light, is already with you. It is
currently being given out by the Gateway
Activators, who have been empowered to
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transmit these codes, for the benefit of humanity.
The old matrix will be written out entirely, as you
are aligned with the new 'Star Matrix'. The Past
will be erased, as a new era of light is born within
you.

Interdimentional Sequencing

Your different timelines exist simultaneously
within the hologram, though each appears to be
separate.  This illusion again,  has been created
for  the  purpose of  growth.  The  linear timeline,
provides you with contrast. Contrast creates
choice. Your choices free up your usable energy,
so that you are always in dynamic mode. Your
energy is always increasing, with every decision
made. This prevents stagnation and stasis. New
heights are reached continually,  and expansion
is enabled.

The cycle continues, and new ground is
breached. Former boundaries and limits are
broken. The bar is raised, and the standard
improved. New thresholds  are  reached  in  this
way, and more light is added to your individual
matrix.

This model has served you well, and helped to
release your inner potential. The successes have
been huge, and have given birth to new
templates of form. These templates have
attracted the light particles or photons, that have
altered the format of your being substantially. It is
through this ever changing energy sequencing,
that you are evolving, and releasing and
expressing, more of your higher dimensional
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nature.

Renewal and Regeneration

The Life Force within you is strong. This same
force powers the Sun and the Universes,
shedding light upon you all. Everything responds
to  this  light.  Light triggers  growth,  healing and
regeneration. The greater the light, the more
dynamic the response will be.

Healing codes are held within the light. They give
instructions to your cells, to release more of their
innate light. Density cannot exist where there is
light. Cells purge themselves in this way,
releasing toxins and lower vibrational matter.
Renewal  is  the  consequence of  this  energetic.
The electrical components of the cell are
recharged,  giving  life  and  vigour  to  that which
was deteriorating. The influx of life force,
restores that which was decaying, and
regeneration occurs. Each cellular battery
reaches its optimum output, and the whole
system is fired up and working in
synchronization. All parts working together as
one whole module.

Regeneration  can  be  a  slow affair  upon  your
timeline,  with vibrations at  their  current  levels.
However this is set to change, with the
introduction of the Gateway technology. Rapid
advances forwards will be made, from this point
onward,  as this light  infusion triggers what you
need. Ultimately a critical mass will occur, which
will  tip  the  balance,  causing  the  light  codes to
spread from person to person, healing and
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upgrading them automatically, without third party
intervention.  The  light  will  then return  to your
world once again.

The Dynamics of Flow

Each and every cell is connected by the etheric
web. Nuances exist within the cells, and each is
a repository for the Divine Light of 'Source'.
Variations exist however, within the cellular
structures.  Each has  a different  light  quotient,
which corresponds with the codes of Infinity.
Light bearing diodes, increase the cells ability to
absorb light. These diodes are activated by the
gateway energies,  as  they are  provided to the
cells parallel counterpart. Quantum
entanglement ensures the success of the
activations taking place. New energy is then
infilled, for the cells to process and digest. This is
the food of light,  being absorbed by every cell,
leading  to changes within  its  growth  patterns.
Structural changes are created this way, to
improve the overall matrix, so that each cell
vibrates in harmony and in unison with each
other, removing all discordant energy and
toxicity. The Divine harmonics are then restored,
and the body becomes an instrument of the light.

Your light carries far, well beyond the
dimensional fields. There are many beings that
exist  in  these  realms,  beyond  the  causality  of
dimensional  life.  As you begin  to  light  up  your
internal beacon, you will become visible to these
beings,  and will  be  able  to  interact  with them.
They too are here to assist you, in taking your
next evolutionary step. We are all in truth family.
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The Higher Light Modules

We have  developed  modules  of  light  for  your
assistance. These  modules  are  endowed with
cellular recalibration codes, that activate the
higher light frequencies. They are contained
within packets of information, or data, which
needs to be processed by the vehicle, before it
can transition to the light realms. Your lightbodies
are made up of this data, which is given to you
periodically, to elicit an upgrade, within the
dimensional fields. Light resonance must be
achieved at each level, before the Merkabah can
be successfully launched. Many activations will
be needed, during this upgrading process. Some
will require more than others, to effect the
necessary changes to their vehicles.

The Gateway activations, contain quantum
accelerated energy. This will speed up the whole
process for you all, cutting down the time needed
to absorb and assimilate these changes. It is the
quickest method by far, to ensure that you reach
the crystalline lightbody level.

There are many modalities on Earth at present,
that have been given to assist you all. They have
been  given  lovingly,  for  the  good of humanity.
However, non are up to speed with the highest
light frequencies that are now available to you.
The 'Gateway Systems' are the only modality,
that will keep you at the leading edge of spiritual
and evolutionary change. No other platform
contains the codes that are self-updating, though
they have their place in your cycle of growth. We
hope you will take this information to heart, and
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act accordingly.

The Principles of Cellular Transformation

Your energy fields are charged with particles of
light. They are the engine of change, and provide
the dynamics for transformation. As more light is
absorbed into your energy fields, the vibration of
each cell alters, in line with this introduction. As
each cellular battery conducts a higher charge,
or higher voltage, all  cells must respond to the
increased influx of energy. Thus the whole
vehicle takes in more light.

Cellular degradation occurs, through a sluggish
energy current, that is inhibited from flowing
correctly. This is often due to a build up of toxins,
and unprocessed waste within the cell. Measures
must be taken to expunge the cells of this waste
material, in order that they can function normally,
in accordance with their divine design. The
easiest way to accomplish this, is by utilizing the
parallel counterpart of the cells. All cells have a
parallel, which  exists in  a  different  hyperspace
reality. Due to the phenomenon of quantum
entanglement, these cells are inextricably linked
with your physically manifested ones. To create
changes  for  the  benefit  of  harmony within  the
cells, all that is required is the introduction of the
Gateway energy, into the parallel cells. This
creates  an energetic  link  that will  result in  the
purging  of  the  cells,  assisting  them back  to  a
state of healthy functioning. If you wish to return
your vehicles to pristine condition, do not
overlook the power of the 'Gateway'.
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The Embodiment of Light

Your vehicles of expression are in truth vehicles
of light. All is light, existing at different octaves.
Cellular transformation occurs, when the light
increases, forcing change upon the cells. All cells
are multidimensional,  having embodiment  upon
all planes of existence. These dimensional cells
are  affected  by the  intensity of  the  light,  and
reproduce and change in response to this light.

The dimensional fields are imbued with a special
light frequency, that is calibrated for change. In
this way the parameters for growth can be
exceeded and new levels reached within the
lightbody. Changes of  a  greater  magnitude will
ensue, taking you to new heights of expression.

Regardless  of  the  level  of expansion,  there  is
always room for more growth. Unlimited potential
exists, within each dimensional sphere.
Agreements are made for the raising of the
threshold, by your Higher Self Monad, in keeping
with the collective decision for change.

You have reached a collective hiatus, and must
now move into the next lightbody expression, the
one you call 5D or fifth density. New experiences
await you at this level, ones that will propel you
further along your journey. To the outer reaches
of galactic expression, and beyond, and into your
Solar vehicle.

Raising your Consciousness

The fields of thought, are governed by the matrix
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programs.  Programs  that  were  set  in  place  to
create restriction. Now that the dimensional walls
are  thinning,  new thought  forms  are  becoming
readily available to you. These non-linear
thoughts, will often arrive spontaneously, and will
feel as if a sudden download has occurred. This
is indeed true from one perspective. These
thoughts can feel like intuitions, or guidance from
the  higher  realms. They bring  much  light  and
wisdom, since they often arrive from other parts
of you. Parts that have already broken through
the frequency barrier, and are seeing life from a
higher , more expanded perspective.

They may challenge you to step out of your
current thought patterns and habits, and to adopt
a new way of thinking entirely. Though this may
seem unfamiliar to you, it should be embraced,
and welcomed, as it will usher in a new era for
you.  Thinking  outside  of  the box,  will  lead to
wonderful changes, and great improvements, in
your day to day living conditions. What was once
thought to be an impossible dream, will now
become a reality, due to these thought impulses
of a higher nature. Consciousness expansion, is
a consequence of holding thoughts of a higher
vibrational nature, within your mind matrix. Thus
the expansion of the Whole begins, often with a
thought, a new seed.

The Light of The Gateway

The Gateway System programs, are being rolled
out to humanity, on a large scale. The galactic
encoding within the systems, provides an
interface with higher dimensional realities of
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form. We who reside in these ethers, understand
more about the true nature of life, and as such
are able to assist you to rise higher. We know the
pitfalls  that  you have  faced, and  have  silently
watched your  progress thus far.  You are to  be
commended in your achievements to date. Your
processing of the energies has been a challenge
for many of you. You have done well to reach this
point on your timeline, relatively unscathed.

Now is the time for great advancements, using
the light technology that is being given.
Countless  souls  have used the  benefits  of  the
Gateway Systems, in order to ascend their path,
and increase their light. Each system is an entire
unit in itself, containing the codes of each galaxy
within  them. The codes are structured to  bring
huge changes en mass. Changes that will
redirect the course of your history, as a species,
pertaining  to  the  development of  your highest
light expression, both individually, through the
Diamond Matrix, and collectively, through the
Solar Matrix. Your light fields will be triggered by
the codes, into producing greater luminescence.

Genetic modifications will  be  made,  as  part  of
this program. The DNA from these Star Systems,
is considerably more advanced, than your own.
Adaptations will need to be made, and changes
carried out, to ensure that you resonate fully with
these higher light frequencies. Once you are an
energy match, your move into lightbody will  be
effortless. This is what we wish for you, a speedy
and effortless transition, in light of your past
struggles, and determination to continue on this
path regardless.
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The Bringers of Light

Light emitting diodes are held within the gateway
energies. These are programmed to release
more of your innate light, your essential Source
frequency. Attunements are being given, to align
you with your galactic counterparts, thus helping
you to merge with your Higher Dimensional
Selves. These Selves, radiate considerably more
light, and are the key to your successful return to
Oneness.

As the dimensional walls thin, and bleed through
occurs, many vistas will open to you. These new
perspectives will be game changers. You will
view your lives in a totally different light. We can't
stress enough, the importance of the shifting of
your perspective, and focus. For where you are
focused in energy, that  will  be your realization,
your  manifestation  of  reality.  It  is just  a hair's
breath away from where you are focused now, so
thin is the membrane between you.

The door is opening wide, to allow you entrance
to your innermost chamber, the sanctified place
within. It is here that God meets God, and the
wonders of life truly begin. These manifestations
await you, in the silence of your Soul. The
journey begins anew, as your remembrance
shines through. Shedding light upon the path
ahead,  revealing  your  next  steps  to  you.  The
Gateway energies,  will provide  everything  you
need for this Awakening. Avail yourselves of
these bringers of light, for a speedy progression.
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The Grand Plan

The deities of light have preconceived a plan of
unfoldment for  you. This plan will  generate the
changes that are needed, to create the maximum
light possible, within each individual matrix. Your
potentials far exceed your awareness, presently.

As you shift by degree, into the faster
frequencies, more opportunities will become
available to you. More openings will be made for
you, as doors to the greater kingdom open.
There  will  be  an  expansion of unprecedented
proportion, as you yield to these new
frequencies. Elevations to heights of
Consciousness will be seen, representing the
return  of  the  full  crystalline  embodiment.  Your
garments of flesh will be retuned to comply with
the crystalline vibration.

This is only the beginning of this journey. There
are many more experiences to be had, though
the challenges will start to fall away, as you leave
behind the heavy density, and begin to live and
breathe the finer, purer air of Spirit. The
impossible, shall become possible, as your
matrix  expands  to include  the geometries  of
your higher light vehicles, creating your new
expressions of form, from the ethers. The
radiance of 'Source' will shine through you,
without the resistance of density to mask it. This
will be a major turning point for all. Your higher
light modules, will become the catalyst for even
greater change,  as  the  energy dynamics shift
within you, affording you the opportunity for more
growth. The eternal spiral of evolution, continues.
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The Vibrations of Light

Higher light energies exist at different vibrational
resonance. Once you have acclimbed to one
frequency, the ground work is prepared, for your
elevation to the next one, albeit  in linear terms
that  is.  In  truth,  the  crystalline  vibration,  holds
many frequencies within it, many diverse
oscillations.

Having  acquired  resonance with the  crystalline
vibration, many doorways open up for you.
These are portals to other realities,  which hold
the brilliant light of 'Source'. Your soul may
choose to experience any number of these
realities,  in  order  to  further  its  growth.  No one
vibration is more ideal than the other, except as it
meets the requirements of your soul.

Each one is filled with different fractals of light,
which  hold  the  key to  your  changes.  The  key
codes vary within the levels of density, to assist
in  the  building  of the  appropriate templates  of
form. These will provide you with the vehicles to
inhabit at each dimensional level.

Your Merkabah of Light is splendiferous to
behold. Nothing can compare to its beauty and
radiance, within the fields of light. The light is all
encompassing, and reaches far, The windows of
the Soul share many vistas of life. You cannot at
present, begin to comprehend the implications of
this. Only by direct experience and inner
openings, shall you witness these things.
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The Portal of Grace

This  is  a  time  for many advancements  to be
made.  Protocols  have  been  put into  place,  to
ensure your success. One such protocol, is the
'Portal of  Grace'.  This  is  a gift  that  has  been
bestowed upon humanity, to correct its path. This
course correction is a must, as many of you are
not sufficiently aligned with the faster/higher
vibrations of light, that will enable you to step into
your crystalline lightbody.

This portal offers the opportunity for change. It is
if you will, a dispensation, in a similar way as the
violet flame, which was given to you some time
ago now, to act  as a catalyst  for  change upon
your world. The portal is likewise a harbinger of
radical movements or shifts, within your energy.
It should be used sparingly at first, due to its high
vibratory nature.  Many of you  will  need to  be
grounded beforehand, to earth the very high
frequency currents, that it holds. Any grounding
method will be of help to you here.

You may request entrance to  the  portal,  when
you feel ready. As always, resistance is lower,
late at night, or early in the morning, due to your
REM cycles, and the relaxation of the guardian
to the subconscious mind. So it is that a
successful experience will be more likely to
unfold, at these times.

The  geometries  of  the  portal  will  realign  you,
creating a change, by increment, each time you
visit it. Until such a time as you are energetically
aligned with your crystalline expression. This is a
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blessing for  you  all.  More  light  portals will  be
opening for you, at the behest of the Elohim. The
vibrations of this book, will trigger these openings
for you all. This time is upon you now.

The Elohim Self

Your most  radiant Selves,  are aligned with  the
highest vibrations of Love and Light that exist in
Creation. Though you may be vibrating at a
denser  frequency now, there  currently exists  a
part of you in the highest elevation of Spirit. This
Self, is All Knowing and All Wise, and responds
to the impulses of the Creator Mind. New plans
are continually hatched, for success in the
expansion  of  itself.  Many changes  have  been
wrought in this manner. Your Higher Mind knows
of these works, and is familiar with the
technology that is used.

You have commonality with your higher
expressions, though you are vibrating at slower
cycles  of  light.  You  have  a golden  link,  which
connects you to these Aspects. It is through this
link, that you can glean information from the
highest levels, and thus be aware of the
changes, as they are unfolding within you.

Your light  vehicles are synchronizing with each
other. This  is  part  of  the merging process, the
preliminary stages of it, as the Great Lightbody is
being formed. Geometries have to be
harmonized, and rendered compatible, before a
successful  merger  can  be  accomplished.  This
requires many calibrations and energetic
adjustments, over time. The light codes that are
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being given to you in this book, will assist greatly
in your Lightbody processes. The words will
trigger the changes that are needed to complete
the merger and subsequent activation, all for
your greater good.

Beyond the Imagination

To some degree it can be said, that All is Mind,
though the mental planes are the constructs of
the Creator Self, for the purpose of expression.
The Mind modality, is  woven through the web,
interlacing with the fractals of light, to form what
you call matter. This matter, is but another
manifestation of mind, albeit at the denser end of
the frequency scale.

There are varying degrees of manifestation, from
the  finest  to  the  densest. These  comprise  the
dimensional layers of life, which serve the
purpose of the Soul. Its incarnation journey
through these dimensions or  veils,  lends to  its
expansion  and growth,  and forms a  necessary
part of its evolution.

The journey to greatness,  is  a long road, with
much travail  and unrest.  The rays of light  from
the  Divine  Mind,  touch  upon  the Soul,  slowly
awakening it from the dream state. The reveille
begins to shorten, as it makes its journey back
home, from whence it came.

Increasing cycles of light, will steer the soul
forwards on its path, revealing more of its divine
nature in the process. Such an unveiling of the
light, cannot be fathomed from the denser levels.
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It is only transparent as the soul sheds its
burdens, and releases its hold upon density, thus
entering  the  upward  spiral  towards  its  Source.
Unimaginable vistas await the soul, as it
approaches closer to its Essence, reclaiming its
magnificence within the Eternal Light.

Your Heavenly Garments

The structure and form of your vehicles, depends
largely upon the mechanics of time and space,
and how they operate through you. You are an
instrument of  the Light,  holding the vibration of
density. This  is  the  path  of  your  choosing,  to
assist you in connecting with your higher
expressions.

The light has been dim, and at times, hardly a
flicker of it fell upon you. This did not deter your
Spirit, which is strong. It has been forged in the
cauldron of density, and birthed from the fire of
light, to what it is today.

Your heavenly matrix has been barely visible to
you, and has always been somewhat out of
reach. As your elevations continue, more of this
matrix will come into view. More of your higher
light  vehicles  will  become visible,  and  express
themselves through you. The ramifications of this
will  be great.  The Heavenly Bodies of 'Source',
will  reconnect  with  you, creating  an  expansive
field of energy and light, the dynamics of which,
will  alter  the course of your progression.  Great
growth shall be the consequence of this
energetic, a great illumination for all. The
priceless jewel of the Heart will shine forth,
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shedding its rays of warmth upon you.

Inner Governance

Your societies are structured around
governments, in order to rule and enslave you.
Control  is  the key word,  that which keeps you
held down and suppressed. The tools of
suppression, have been largely money and
religion. Money is used as power, the power to
build nations, which will be governed by the
controlling elite, the masters of the reptilian
bloodlines.  These nations  are  self-serving,  and
have but one aim, that of self-gratification.

Your story line is different to theirs, though it has
run parallel to it for eons. The timelines are now
separating,  and  you  are beginning  anew.  Self-
controlling mechanisms will be brought into play.
These will  affect  the major areas first,  such as
finance, since money sits at the top of the
pyramid of control. The organizations that have
supplied you with money, will be forced to
change their ways, or disappear into obscurity.

A new banking platform will be built, which will be
beyond the reach of any controlling body. In fact
it has already been birthed, through your
emerging digital technologies. Self-governance
will become possible, when you are free from the
money matrix altogether. External forces will still
try to obstruct these new ways of being, but this
will only be a temporary affair.

The new technologies will win through
regardless. The energy of this age does not
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support arrogance  and  selfishness,  and  these
will cease to be a factor in your lives from now
onward. The energy of change, is moving in your
favour at last.

Increasing cycles of light will illuminate your
innermost  self,  showing you the  way forwards.
The evidence of change will start to appear
outwardly, as a grand reshuffle takes place.

The Light Before the Dawn

Bio-engineering  has  created  a  fusion  of  many
different aspects of your light selves. It has
allowed great diversity of form, which has served
you well during your growth cycles.
Complimentary mechanisms have been put into
place, to fuel the changes that will be necessary
for you to undergo, during your quantum leap to
the faster frequencies.

Advanced systems of  light  have been given to
you.  To date  these are  the ‘ A t l a n t i s
Gateway Systems’, the ‘Ketheric System’, the
‘Blueprint Reset’ System, the Kauna Light
System, the ‘Plasma Light System’,’ and there
will  be  more  to  follow. As  your needs expand,
more tools of assistance will be given, to help all
to express their greatest light within embodiment.
This is the Plan, the Divine Ordinance, that which
separates man from beast, that which separates
him from all lower forms of expression, and
raises him up into glory, is being given.

The Divine Matrix will assist you all in becoming
the creator  beings  that  you already are  within.
Your light has been hidden from you for so long.
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The return will  be a joyous affair, one of  great
celebration. The darkest hours are over, and the
Sun rises in the Heavens . Peace and Harmony
shall return. The unveiling continues to bring the
revelation of greatness, and a timely maturation.
Great things are possible when the time is right.
That time is Now!

The Anubis Cycle

The Anubis Cycle of light, is one of great growth.
Many undercurrents are examined and
experienced, by souls on their  upward journey.
The  seed  of  light  is  within  all.  It  only takes  a
spark to ignite the Divine Light within, to release
it  from its  prison .  It  is  held  captive within  the
Heart of all beings, awaiting its freedom.

The light of Source is strong. It magnetizes all to
its brilliance, and creates the environment which
is necessary for growth, plunging you deeper into
the  fields  of  existence.  There  you will  uncover
much wisdom, that will serve you on your path.
Much can be gained by the darker aspects of life.
An eternity of  wisdom awaits,  from the path of
liberation. Wisdom that can only be gleaned by
delving into the darkness.

Your darkest hour can be your greatest triumph.
At the flick of a switch, your energy can change,
propelling you upwards, into new cycles of
growth. These are the mechanics of the Anubis
Cycle. They have been developed by you, and
for your experience and ultimate expansion.
Greater  growth awaits  you,  now that  you have
traversed the ring pass not, and broken through
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the frequency barrier. A new journey begins, and
a greater light beckons.

The Crystallization of Form

The wonders of the Universe are held within you.
You are but a reflection of all that is. Your energy
system contains portals to the stars, which can
be opened by you, to give you a connection with
your star selves, in these realities. The
crystallization of souls, allows many such
connections to be made.

Prior to crystallization, you have been cut off and
isolated from the greater world that exists. Held
within  limited  frequencies,  that  have restricted
your growth. The limitations set upon you, have
perverted your matrix,  creating one that is very
insular in  expression.  One  of  recycling energy
and ultimate stagnation.

The time for growth and expansion is here. The
limits have been lifted from you. Doors are being
opened to new perspectives, and other realities
are coming into view. You are no longer in the
goldfish bowl of the Earth Matrix. The wonders of
the Universe await you, as you stretch your
muscles and awaken.

Blind obedience to the laws will  not  serve you
now. You are the law makers.  Creation is your
playground.  The  power  is  within  you,  to  mold
your life  to  your  will.  To  create  a  magnificent
destiny, and blaze a trail to the stars. The
wandering is over, you have set your compass to
the heavens, and are setting sail into greatness.
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The Miracle of Life

The advanced consciousness matrix, holds
many keys to your perfection. It is written in the
stars, that your destiny will be a great one. Plans
have been made, and charts drawn up, to steer
you in the right direction, lest you go astray, and
fail to complete your journey.

All is in hand. Mighty forces are being deployed,
in alignment with this plan, to ensure a
successful completion. The mysteries of life are
revealing themselves to you, little by little, as you
open  yourselves  to them.  The  Firmament  and
the Heavens support you, with their bountiful
wisdom and light.

The  stages  of  growth  are  slow at  first, until  a
critical  mass  is  reached.  Then  your  growth  is
exponential, as you rocket to the heavens. The
Gateway Energy is specifically designed for this
purpose, to reach saturation and then critical
mass point. At this stage, the whole of humanity
will be tipped into the crystalline light.

Since  you  have chosen  to collectively ascend
your matrix, this is the most expedient tool for the
job. It cannot be stressed enough, how important
this is. You have reached this stage previously,
but have been thwarted by denser energies and
agendas that are not in alignment with your
highest good. Do not make this mistake again.
Do not fall  prey to the darkness. Stay focused
upon your goal, and success will be yours for the
taking. The dynamics of life are currently in your
favour, in this ascending cycle. This is an
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opportunity not to be missed.

We leave you here, with the tools for creation, for
you to use as you will. Choose wisely dear ones!
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